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"Elder Thompson, let's set this matter aside for now. I came for something else!" Leon changed the subject.

"What is it?" Arthur and Angus asked in confusion.

"Well, Uncle Angus wanted to buy a few Sun Pills from me, and I've produced a new batch, so I came here to deliver them to

you,” Leon explained.

"What?"

"Really? That's wonderful!" Arthur and the others were overjoyed.

Angus knew just how miraculously the pills worked. He once took a Sun Pill and with its aid, he reached the Initial Almighty State

from the Semi-Almighty State.

He tried multiple times to purchase more Sun Pills from Leon before for Yuri and Yonas' sakes.

Though Yonas was already dead, Yuri was yet to take the Sun Pill, and since Leon produced a new batch, that meant Yuri could

finally take the Sun Pill.

Once Yuri took one, his power would be greatly enhanced, which meant he might reach the Semi-Almighty State or even the

Almighty State.

Given his age and talent, his future would be promising if he reached the Almighty State.

This would ultimately benefit the Thompsons.

"Uncle Angus, here are three Sun Pills. I don't have that many of these, so I can only afford to give three to you. I hope you're

okay with that," Leon said and took out a flask, took three pills from it, and handed them to Angus.

He only produced twelve pills this time and needed to save a few for himself, so giving three Sun Pills to the Thompson was the

best he could do.

"Three are more than enough! Thank you, Mister Wolf." Angus beamed gratefully.

He knew that Sun Pills were made with extremely rare herbs that contained light energy, and these herbs were hard to come

across.

Considering how rare they were, he only hoped that Leon could spare a Sun Pill for Yuri, yet Leon generously offered them

three, so he was overjoyed.

Angus accepted the pills, and the smile on his face froze." Hang on! Mister Wolf, why do these Sun Pills look different from the

ones we saw before?"

He once took a Sun Pill and recognized the pill well.

The pill he took at the time was as white as snow, yet the three pills Leon just handed him had a faint tint of green.

Confused, he was instantly at a loss.

"Oh, the Sun Pills before were produced using a Nine Suns Flower, but this batch of pills was made with Sunlit herb instead.

Since the main ingredients were different, these look slightly different in color," Leon explained.
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